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Abstract
For multispectral Remote Sensing (RS) image analysis, a big problem is that original data 

always include Clouds-Interference (CI). Especially in the bad weather conditions, the CI is evident 

in RS image. So during the pre-processing of RS image, the CI should be reduced as much as 

possible.  In this paper, reducing CI is researched as the central problem, so that much Ground-

Objects Feature (GOF) can be obtained. An analysis about the clouds reflection in different 

Spectral-Bands (SBs) was done based on optical theory  and early  researches. Moreover, the 

relationships between clouds reflection and ground-objects reflection are presented to understand 

what the Digital Number (DN) represented in each SB, and to reduce the impact of CI the Same DN 

Spectral Matching Method (SDN-SMM) based on the multispectral application is applied. Finally, 

two cases are tested using Matlab Programme to indicate the rationality  and practicability  of SDN-

SMM. About SDN-SMM, some advantages and disadvantages are concluded through discussion on 

final results. The method can be used in any kind of multispectral sensors image with simple 

calculation, while, the original data of clouds-free region will not be changed. However, the quality 

of CI reduction depends on the precision of clouds identification and the SB which is used for 

spectral position relationship creating.  In the end of this paper, the improvement is also presented 

for the future work.   
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1. Introduction
Multispectral Remote Sensing (RS) image analysis requires clouds-free data in many cases to get 

the precise results, but it  is difficult for a big area. When we observe the sky from the land, the 

clouds are displayed with gray-dark which is almost the same as background of sky due to the light 

refraction. However, if the observation position is changed to satellite, the strong clouds reflection 

will form the obvious interference, so that the Ground-Objects Feature (GOF) under the clouds is 

almost totally  covered. Therefore, Clouds Interference (CI) reducing is very  important for RS image 

analysis since the RS analysis requires clouds-free data. 

So far, the research about CI reducing always can not meet the needs of RS analysis, many 

methods which have been provided are not general for various atmospheric conditions and various 

RS sources. Hence, a new method of CI reducing is required to improve some limitations of current 

methods. As in Background section, to explain the current situation of research and the need of 

improvement about CI reducing, some methods are reviewed, and some limitations are pointed out 

for each method. However, these limitations are also the key of improvement for CI reducing.  

To understand the cause of CI, clouds forming and some necessary optical theories will be 

presented in the Background section. Absorption, reflection and diffraction as three optical 

phenomena build the foundation of CI analysis in this paper. The analysis is related to different 

Spectral Band (SB) types, thus five situations which are based on the relationships of reflection 

between clouds and ground-objects will be listed to make it much easier to understand what the 

Digital Number (DN) representation is in different SBs. Through analysis, some problems come out 

for CI reducing, which will be dealt with in the Method part. 

In this paper, through background study and multispectral analysis of clouds reflection, a method 

-Same DN Spectral Matching Method (SDN-SMM) based on multispectral application will be 

evaluated. Usually, the processing of CI reducing contains two parts of work, where the first  work is 

clouds region identification, and the second one is how the GOF to be recovered. For the first work, 

many approaches based on different RS sources can be mentioned, but most of them are built 

according to threshold idea. In addition, some softwares support the screen operation and thereby 

make this work easy  to do on vision. In this paper, the Automatic Clouds Cover Assessment 

(ACCA) which was developed by  NASA is used in case study  for clouds region identification, 

because the case data was produced by  Ladsat-7. The second one is the main aim of this paper, the 

SDN-SMM based on multispectral application is evaluated. The spectral position of the same 

reflectivity  between clouds region and clouds-free region can be created depend on clouds -free SB 

using, where the pixel's positions of the same DN are calculated. According to the spectral position, 
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in those SBs which include clouds interference, each DN of clouds region is replaced by 

corresponding DN of clouds-free region.
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2. Background 

To understand the CI forming, some knowledge background and optic theory are presented in 

this section. The current situation of study about CI reducing is also referred to point out some 

limitations of current methods.

2.1. The form of cloud
In the atmosphere, water vapour and many tiny particles always exist, and when the temperature 

goes down, the water vapour will congeal around tiny  particles thus forming cloud. There are 

various cloud types because of different elevations, forming situation, components, topographies 

and so on. The classification of clouds was described in the earliest by a French-Jean Lamarck at 

1801, soon afterwards, the International Meterological Organization(IMO) classified various clouds 

into ten classes based on the classification idea which was advanced in 1803 by  an English-Luke 

Howard’s [The Columbla Electronic Encyclopedia, 2007]. As in Table 1, ten classes are listed, 

which present different cloud types classified by IMO. 

Table 1

 Classification of clouds

(URL: http://www.srh.weather.gov/srh/jetstream/synoptic/clouds_max.htm ) 

Class Altitude

Ci  (Cirrus) 6000m above

Cc (Cirrocumulus) 6000m above

Cs (Cirrostratus) 6000m above

Ac (Altocumulus) between 2500m to 6000m

As (Altostratus) between 2500m to 6000m

Ns (Nimbostratus) 2500m below

Sc (Stratocumulus) 2500m below

St (Stratus) 2500m below

Cu (Cumulus) from bottom of atmosphere up to 23000m

Cb (Cumulonimbus) from bottom of atmosphere up to 23000m
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2.2. The theory of reflection, absorption and diffraction
Reflection is one of optical phenomena, and almost all objects can reflect one part of radiation 

except absolute blackbody. However, different objects have different reflectivity, and each class of 

objects has a corresponding SB related to the strongest reflection of its own, which is the optical 

property  based on the physical composition of objects. In a given SB, the intensity of reflection 

depends on the reflectivity for different objects, which is the ratio of the summation of reflection 

from object’s surface to the summation of incidence which only arrives to object’s surface. 

Therefore, the same object has different reflectivity in different SBs and different objects have 

different reflectivity  in the same SB, which is why we can obtain the GOF via multispectral 

combination. Focus on reflectivity. According to definition of reflectivity, it can be represented as 

Eq. (1).

P =L reflection /L incidence                                 (1)    

As in Eq.(1), where the P is the reflectivity, L reflection is the summation of reflection, L incidence 

is the summation of incidence. Note that the reflectivity is generally  indicated to a SB but not for a 

given wavelength. 

Light is radiation. Einstein advanced that the light must be composed of photons which was 

regarded as energy unit that has strict provision for wavelength. [Einstein (1905)]. Hence, according 

to the Conservation Law of Energy, the summation of incidence which arrives to object’s surface 

can be transformed to three components--reflection, absorption, and diffraction, as Eq.(2) shown. 

L incidence =L absorption + L reflection + L diffraction            (2)

As in Eq.(2), where L absorption is the summation of absorption, L diffraction is the summation of 

diffraction. Similarly, all of these summations which are referred to incidence, absorption, 

reflection, and diffraction are always indicated to a SB but not for a given wavelength. The 

absorption, reflection and diffraction should not occur together on an object if only  related in 

particular to a wavelength.

A German-Hertz discovered Photoemission in 1887, which was represented as the particle will 

release free electrons when the light which the wavelength is less than a threshold irradiates to it, 

which means the particle absorbes the photon when the light irradiates it, but it is alternative.[Sears, 

Mark and Hugh (1983)]. Each kind of particles has a threshold of wavelength for absorption, which 

depends on the physical attributes of itself, such as the size, density, temperature, and elements. 

Usually, an object consists of various particles, and different particles have different thresholds 

of absorption, thus, an object has a min-threshold and max-threshold for absorption due to different 

components, and these thresholds are indicated to different wavelengths. Therefore, an object’s 
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absorption should be placed in a range of wavelength. Generally, the summation of absorption will 

decrease along with the wavelength increasing for an object.

In reality, diffraction as a property of light is universal. It is represented as the light will pass 

through a particle when the wavelength is much longer than the particle size. So, in a SB, if one part 

of wavelengths is longer than the biggest particle of object, this part of light  will pass through this 

object, and along with the wavelength increasing, more and more light will pass through the object 

and arrive to other object, until the shortest wavelength is longer than the biggest particle of object, 

the light of this SB will totally pass through the object.

In general,  these theories above point that any  class of objects can reflect  a part of radiation, and 

the intensity of reflection is based on the reflectivity. In a given SB, different objects have different 

spectral responses for incidence, and the same class of objects has different  feedbacks for incidence 

in different SBs. This difference of feedbacks which are related to different optical phenomena is 

caused by the relationship  between object’s composition and wavelength of incidence. Usually, the 

absorption will decrease along with the wavelength increasing, and the diffraction will increase 

along with the wavelength increasing, and the reflection will be the strongest when the absorption 

and the diffraction both are the slightest.  
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2.3. Clouds Interference (CI)
The CI is the essentially strong clouds reflection in satellite image, which causes the GOF under 

clouds can not be identified. Since the CI is caused by clouds reflection, the intensity of CI must be 

related to clouds reflectivity. As we know, all clouds are constituted by  water vapour and tiny 

particles. However, various clouds are different to reflectivity  in the same SB due to the tiny 

contrast of physical composition which is related to water vapour and particles, such as the size, 

density, temperature, and elements. These factors cause different reflective properties which can be 

seemed as the spectral response for different wavelengths. Thus, in the same SB of multispectral 

RS, the CI is inhomogeneous owing to various clouds. In multispectral RS, because the clouds 

reflectivity  is different in different SBs, there exists a big contrast in the intensity of CI. Generally, 

the CI intensity of shortwave-SB is stronger than in longwave-SB. For instance, the infrared has 

stronger penetrability than visible light, thus the CI of infrared-SB is slighter than visible-SB. 
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2.4. Early CI reducing methods review
How to reduce the CI is always a big problem for RS data user, many  methods related to the 

topic were provided, e.g one method based on single-band brightness variance ratio was advanced 

by Qu et al.(2006). This method using a visible-band calculates the relative brightness variance 

ratio to identify the clouds region as the Eq.(3) shown: 

dy/dx = [f(x + ∆x) - f(x)]/∆x = ∆y/∆x             (3)

As in Eq.(3), where y is the brightness value; x is pixel coordinates. After clouds region 

identification, they use the infrared-band image where the CI is not  strong to replace clouds region  

image of visible-band to reduce CI. [Qu et al. 2006]. This method is valid for clouds region 

identification, and the precision of clouds region identification is very  high. But the clouds region 

image which is replaced has some contrasts to real reflective value, and there will exist discrepancy 

of brightness for the same ground-object between clouds region and clouds-free region, because  the 

clouds region data which is replaced come from infrared-SB.

Song et al. provided another method based on multispectral clouds region identification and 

average reflectivity  matching to reduce CI. For clouds region identification, they use different 

visible-bands to set several brightness filters and use thermal infrared-band to set a temperature 

filter, and the threshold of each filter depends on the statistic. Meanwhile, through calculating the 

boolean intersect of these filters, clouds region is defined. For CI reducing, they use longwave-SB 

which the CI was not strong to do the ground-objects classification , and then calculated the average 

reflectivity  of each class of ground-objects. Finally, corresponding DN was assigned to each class 

of ground-objects in clouds region according to average reflectivity  of themselves. [Song et  al. 

2006]. This method can effectively remove thin clouds and enhance the ground-objects 

distinguishing, and a part of GOF under clouds can be recovered. But this method needs precise 

classification, so that the average reflectivity of each class of ground-objects is much closer to 

reality. However, if the reflectivity  has big contrast between clouds region and clouds-free region or 

the ground-objects in clouds region are totally different with other ground-objects in the clouds-free 

region, this method will be useless.

Wang et al. provided another method based on multi-RS sources matching. For a CI image, they 

use other RS images of clouds-free which covered the same area to replace the clouds region of 

original image. [Wang et al. 2001]. This method can identify the real GOF under clouds, but can not 

solve the time problem, which means both images might not be imaged in the same time, and 

another limitation is that at least one image which is produced by other RS is available for the same 

area. 
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Another valuable research introduced current approaches for clouds identification. e.g 

Ricciardelli, Romano, Cuomo classified these approaches of clouds identification into two classes, 

physical and statistical approaches. The physical approach based on multispectral thresholds test of 

clouds reflection defines optimal threshold which is related to gray  value between clouds and 

clouds-free. The advantage of physical approach is that it does not use ancillary data for clouds 

identification, only using the clouds spectral signature of each SB to identify clouds, but for 

different SB, the threshold which is based on the clouds spectral signature of each SBs has to be set 

before clouds identification. The statistical approach based on Nearest Neighbour method defines 

the threshold of clouds reflection in each SB separately, and its advantage is that  it does not need 

physical parameters setting, and only needs to do the statistic analysis for all pixels values of each 

SB. [Ricciardelli, Romano, Cuomo, 2008]. 

Nai et al. provided another solution for clouds removing. They decomposed image data into high 

frequency component and low frequency component through Fourier transform. Clouds reflection 

was represented as the low frequency component, hence, using a high frequency pass filter can 

disassociate low frequency component to reduce CI.[Nai et al. 2001] This method is a good 

solution, and it can effectively  reduce the CI in many cases, but the method is not suitable for all 

clouds types, and the original data in clouds-free region will be changed since a part of  clouds-free 

data is comprised in low frequency component. 

From the above we can see each method has its advantages and limitations. However, the 

processing about CI reducing can be divided to two steps, clouds region identification and CI 

reducing, and current methods almost follow this procedure.
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3. Analysis and Method
So far, the multispectral satellite image has been used in many fields of GIS data analysis, while, 

the GOF collecting is important. Usually, different ground-objects are distinguished based on 

multispectral composition, because different ground-objects have different spectral signatures from 

visible (0.40um-0.7um) to near-infrared (0.7um-2um). However, we often lose a part of GOF due to 

atmospheric interference existing, and CI is always a big problem for that. The universality  and 

inhomogeneity of clouds lead a part of radiation not to be reflected by ground-objects under clouds, 

because this part  of radiation usually can not  pass through clouds to land surface, especially in 

visible bands, even in near-infrared. Therefore, it is difficult to directly  remove clouds reflection 

and recover GOF from original image. To get over this problem, it will be necessary to understand 

the clouds reflection and ground-objects reflection as well as the relationship  between them. As the 

relationship is unstable while the SB changing, several situations will be discussed.  

3.1. Clouds reflection and ground-objects reflection
Clouds consist of different particles as it was explained in the background section. Different 

clouds have different reflective ranges. Generally, thin clouds correspond to narrow reflective 

range, thick clouds correspond to wide reflective range. However, the concrete reflective range 

depends on the proporties of  physical components. 

First of all, focus on clouds reflection in different band types. I classify the clouds reflection to 5 

situations according to different band types. 

Fig. 1.  Different band types for clouds reflection
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The Fig.1 describes the clouds reflection of different band types . As in Fig.1, the different line 

segments present different band types (wavelength range), and the blue line in the lowest place 

presents the reflective range of clouds. 

Situation 1, as in band type 1, the longest wavelength is shorter than min-wavelength of clouds 

reflection. Clouds do not reflect any radiation in this type of SB, which means all of wavelengths in 

this type of SB just can be absorbed by clouds. In this situation, there is neither reflection nor 

diffraction. Theoretically, the longest wavelength of this type of SB should be very short compared 

with components of clouds.

Situation 2, for the band type 2, a part  of wavelengths or all wavelengths come up to the 

reflective range of clouds, and the longest wavelength does not exceed the max-wavelength of 

clouds reflection. One part of radiations is reflected by clouds, and the rest part of radiations is 

absorbed. In fact, once the longest wavelength equals to the min-wavelength of clouds reflection, 

the clouds reflection starts.

Situation 3, for the band type 3, a part of wavelengths is longer than the max-wavelength of 

clouds reflection and the shortest wavelength is shorter than it. One part of radiations will be 

reflected, one part of radiations will be absorbed, and the rest part of radiations will pass through 

clouds. In fact, once the longest wavelength exceeds the max-wavelength of clouds reflection, the 

clouds diffraction starts, and the rest of radiations still can be reflected and absorbed by clouds.

Situation 4, for the band type 4, if only the shortest wavelength equals to the max-wavelength of 

clouds reflection, the shortest wavelength will be reflected by  clouds, the rest of radiations will pass 

through clouds to land surface, with no absorption. Actually, this situation exists with very  low 

probability.

Situation 5, as in the band type 5, if the shortest  wavelength is longer than the max-wavelength 

of clouds reflection, which means total diffraction, the radiation of this band type totally passes 

through clouds to land surface. In this situation, the shortest wavelength of this SB should be longer 

than the biggest clouds component. 

As a whole, different SB types of multispectral RS determine different reflective situations when 

the clouds reflective range is fixed. However, the clouds reflective range should be subdivided to 

each pixel of clouds region, which means there might exist different clouds reflective ranges for 

different pixels, because the component contrast of clouds between neighbor pixels still exists, even 

if it is tiny. Hence, each pixel of clouds region should be regarded as the basic unit  when the clouds 

reflective range is referred.
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3.2. DN in satellite  image
Usually, the satellite image data consist of several digital images (gray image) of different SBs 

and production report, and using these data we can identify the GOF. Using Landsat 7 as a example 

to explain the DN representation in each digital image which has CI. The brightness and the 

reflectivity  of each pixel can be calculated for Landsat 7 digital image, the equations as Eq.(4) and 

Eq.(5) shown [NASA, 2009]:

P = L ∗ π ∗ d² / E₀ ∗ cosθ       (4) 

L = gain ∗ DN + bias         (5)

As in Eq.(4) and Eq.(5), where P is the reflectivity; L is the spectral radiance at the sensor’s 

aperture; d is the astronomical unit in distance between Sun and Earth; E₀ is mean solar 

exoatmospheric irradiance; θ is the solar zenith angle; DN is the gray value for each pixel in the 

original image; gain and bias both are a correction value for ETM+, both of them can be found in 

the production report. 

According to Eq.(4) and Eq.(5), the gray values (DN) in a satellite  image can be calculated as 

Eq.(6) shown:

DN = (P ∗ E₀ ∗ cosθ / π ∗ d² - bias) / gain             (6)

For every pixel in a satellite image, all of these parameters are fixed without P, so the DN is a 

function with P, as Eq.(7) shown:

DN = f(P)                     (7)

Based on Eq. (7), it is easy to see that the DN in different SBs is determined only  by the variable 

which is the reflectivity (P). Thus, different clouds reflective situations are related to explain what 

the DN represents in different SBs. The Fig.2 is an abridged general view for the relationships 

between clouds reflection and ground-objects reflection in different SBs. As in Fig.2, A is the 

summation of incident radiation, B is the summation of clouds reflection, C is the summation of 

clouds absorption, D is the summation of clouds diffraction (the component of A which can pass 

through clouds), E is the summation of ground-objects reflection, F is the summation of ground-

objects absorption. Note that, the summation of incidence radiation A, according to different band 

types as Fig.1 shows, is only defined in one of them , but not in overall spectrum.
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F(Ground-Objects Reflection)

B (Clouds reflection)

C(Clouds absorption)

E(Ground-Objects absorption)

D (Diffraction)

A (Incident radiation)

Fig. 2.  The abridged general view for the relationships between clouds reflection and ground-objects reflection

According to Eq.(1) and Eq.(2), and relating them to the clouds reflection of different band types 

which I classified as in Fig.1, the DN will represent different reflective information because the 

clouds reflection  is different in different band types. 

For situation 1 as in Fig.2, where A=C, B=0, D=0, P=0, DN=0, there is not any  radiation to be 

reflected, so we can not get any  GOF and even clouds reflective information. In other words, for 

this band type, the spectral response is useless for land -objects identification;

    For situation 2 as in Fig.2, where A=B+C, D=0, P=B/A, the ground-objects under clouds do not 

reflect any radiation because there is not any radiation of this SB incidence to land surface. Any 

GOF under clouds can not be obtained except clouds reflective information, thus, DN totally 

represents clouds reflection;

For situation 3 as in Fig.2, where A=B+C+D, D=E+F, P=(B+F)/A ⇒ P=B/A+F/A, a part of 

radiation is reflected by clouds, one part of radiation is absorbed by  clouds, and the rest part of 

radiation passes through clouds to land surface. Also, one part  of D is reflected by ground-objects, 
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and the rest part of D is absorbed by  ground-objects. So we can get the information about clouds 

and ground-objects, and the DN which is a mixture represents two parts of reflective information;

For situation 4 as in Fig.2, where A=B+D, C=0, D=E+F, P=(B+F)/A ⇒ P=B/A+F/A, this 

situation is almost the same as situation 3, we can get the information about clouds and ground-

objects, the  DN represents two parts of reflective information, also as a mixture;

For situation 5 as in Fig.2, where A=D, B=0, C=0, D=E+F, P=F/D, we can get the information of 

ground-objects without that of clouds, but we also lose the part of GOF which have the same 

components in particle size as clouds. The DN totally represents ground-objects reflective 

information;

A summary is made as Table 2 shows in order to make the DN representation clear and easy to 

understand for different reflective situations.

Table 2  

The summary of DN representation for different reflective situations

Reflective 
Situation The features of SB DN Representation Description

1 The longest wavelength is shorter than min-
wavelength of clouds reflection Nothing Nothing

2
A part of wavelengths or all of wavelengths belong to 
the range of clouds reflection, and the longest 
wavelength does not exceed the max-wavelength of 
clouds reflection

Totally represent 
clouds reflection Clouds

3
A part of wavelengths are longer than the max-
wavelength of clouds reflection and the shortest 
wavelength is shorter than it

The DN represent 
two parts of reflection

The mixture 
of clouds 
and ground-
objects

4 Only the shortest wavelength equals to the max-
wavelength of clouds reflection

The DN represent 
two parts of reflection

The mixture 
of clouds 
and ground-
objects

5 The shortest wavelength is longer than the max-
wavelength of clouds reflection 

totally represent 
ground-objects 
reflection 

Ground-
Objects

According to Table 2 representation, different SBs determine different reflective situations for 

each pixel of clouds region, and the reflective situation determines the DN representation for each 

pixel of clouds region. So the DN representation of each pixel is unique in a SB, and yet, once the 

SB changes, the DN representation will change. Usually, for a pixel of clouds region, the reflective 

situation changes from 1 to 5 while the wavelength increases. 
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Note that, all of analyses above are based on a sigle pixel of clouds region, because the clouds of 

different pixels might have different reflective ranges even between neighbors that depend on the 

components of clouds in each pixel. A digital image consists of many pixels, it is actually a DN 

matrix, which leads every pixel of clouds region to be not in the same reflective situation for the 

same SB. In other words, in a SB, several reflective situations might exist in the clouds 

region(contains many pixels) together. For instance, in near-IR, some pixels of clouds region might 

be in situation 2, and some of them might be in situation 3, and some of them might be in situation 

4, because the clouds components are  not homogeneous for every pixels.

Through analysis and representation of Table 2, some problems are obvious: 

A. We can not directly use the SB of situation 1 or 2 to recover GOF, because in these two 

situations, the DN does not contain any GOF.

B. It is possible to directly  use the SB of situation 3 or 4 to reduce CI, but how to extract the 

GOF from mixed information is the biggest challenge. The clouds reflective ranges are different for 

each pixel of clouds region due to different  clouds components in each pixel, which leads several 

reflective situations for different pixel of clouds region at same time, as well as different 

representations of DN for each pixel. So far, many methods are based on reflective threshold of 

clouds to recover GOF, but we have to know that the threshold is just a approximate value based on 

statistics. Even if using several thresholds, the recovery  of GOF also are fake. It can work unless we 

can calculate every thresholds of clouds reflection for each pixel, but unfortunately it is impossible.   

C. Using the SB of situation 5 can directly get  the GOF, but we can not identify the tiny contrast 

of different ground-objects. In other words, we can not identify all classes of ground-objects better 

if only  using the SB of situation 5, so we often compose different SBs to do classification and 

identification based on different spectral signatures for ground-objects. But usually, some SBs 

corresponding to situation 5 are almost longwave SB, but those SBs we use for composition are 

almost shortwave SBs and there always exists strong CI in them. 

In any wise, if there exists CI in a SB, it is difficult to directly  recover GOF. However, for a SB 

which the CI is very slight, it still could not be used directly  and individually to do GOF 

distinguishing due to its weak ability of identification for tiny contrast of Ground-Objects. 

Therefore, this contradiction will be the central problem for CI reducing. Based on the central 

problem, a reasonable approach (SDN-SMM) is provided to solve it so that the CI can be reduced 

more while the GOF can be recovered better.
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3.3. Method of CI reducing 
For CI reducing, the first work is always clouds region identification. So far, many methods were 

advanced for this work. However, the emphasis of this paper is how to reduce the CI, so I do not 

introduce more about these methods here, but in case study section, the ACCA which is used in my 

test for clouds identification will be presented.

According to analysis before, the SDN-SMM is provided to reduce the CI, which is based on 

positions matching of the same DN between clouds region and clouds-free region. Generally, in 

multispectral RS, there exists CI in some shortwave SBs such as blue-SB and green-SB, but some 

SBs might not be interfered by CI such as infrared-SB. So this SB which is not interfered or which 

only weak CI exists in can be used to DN classification, and the same DN positions can be 

calculated and thereby which pixels have the same reflectivity can be known. As we know, the same 

objects have the same reflectivity in same SB, once the relationship of these pixels positions which 

have the same reflectivity  is determined, this relationship of positions should be also stable in other 

SBs. Thus, if this relationship is matched with other SBs, the DN of each pixel in clouds region can 

be replaced by those DNs of clouds-free region according to the position relationship.    

An abridged general view is created as Fig.3 shows to explain the process of SDN-SMM  in 

detail. As in Fig.3, A, B are both images of different SBs in the same location with 4 pixels by  4 

pixels. A includes CI, and B does not include CI, which can be corresponded to situation 5. 

Step 1: the clouds region is identified by some method for image A. As image D shows, white 

pixels represent the clouds region. e.g. (1,4), (2,3), (2,4)......

Step 2: remove all DNs of clouds region from image D as image G shows (keep all DNs of 

clouds-free region). 

Step 3: use image B to do classification based on different DN, each pixel which has the same 

DN will be regarded as the same class, and computer the pixel positions of each class, as image C 

shows( all pixel position of each class). e.g. class 1 (1,1), (1,4); class 2 (1,2),(2,3), (3,3); and so on.

Step 4: divide image C into clouds region and clouds-free region as image E shows, the purpose 

is to ensure every  class can be found in both regions. In other words, every pixel of clouds region 

can correspond to a class which can be found in clouds-free region. Then, build the relationship of 

positions between clouds region and clouds-free region according to the same class. In other words, 

every  pixel of clouds region must be corresponded to a pixel of clouds-free region at least. If some 

DN only exists in clouds region, we have to find the closest DN to it  in clouds-free region so that 

every  DN of clouds region can find a DN of clouds-free region correspondingly. e.g. As in the E, 

the DN is 135 in position (4,3), but the same DN does not exist in the clouds-free region. The 
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closest DN is 136 in the clouds-free region, the position is (4,4), so in this situation, we correspond 

(4,3) to (4,4). After this step, we can get the relationships of positions as image H shows.

Fig. 3.   The abridged general view of SDN-SMM

Step 5: match the position relationships to image G, so that it is easy to see in which pixels the 

same DN should be, as image I shows. According to the position relationships, assign DN of 

clouds-free region to corresponding pixel of clouds region to get final result as image J shows.  

Note that, when we assign DN to clouds region according to the position relationship, there are four 

possible situations:

a. the position relationship is one to one, in this situation, assign the only DN to corresponding pixel 

of clouds region. e.g. as shown in Fig.3, position(1,1) just corresponds to position(1,4).
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b. the position relationship is one to many, in this situation, assign the only DN value to those 

corresponding pixels of clouds region. e.g. as shown in Fig.3, position(1,2) corresponds to 

position(2,3) and (3,3).

c. the position relationship is many  to one, in this situation, assign mean value to corresponding 

pixel of clouds region. e.g. as shown in Fig.3, position(2,1), (2,2) and (3,4) correspond to position 

(4,1).

d. the position relationship  is many  to many, in this situation, also assign mean value to those 

corresponding pixels of clouds region. e.g.  as shown in Fig.3, position(1,3) and (3,1) correspond to 

position (2,4), (3,2) and (4,2).

The Fig.4 is the flow chart of  CI reducing.

Fig. 4.    The flow chart of CI reducing
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4. Case study
To prove the reasonability  and practicability of SDN-SMM, two cases are tested. The SDN-

SMM is coded as a program in Matlab, and the main codes is showed in appendix 1. It  contains 

two parts, one is the clouds region identification, the other is the process of recovery. For clouds 

region identification, I use five clouds filters(as in Table 3 shown)in my test to identify clouds 

region based on ACCA(Automatic Clouds Cover Assessment) algorithm. The ACCA is used in 

Landsat program of NASA , and it recognizes clouds by passing twenty-six different filters they 

created through the scene data [Irish & Barker et al.2006], which can also be found in Landsat 7 

Science Data User Handbook. However, I adopt this algorithm due to both test data produced by 

LandSat 7. For other RS sources, there are many methods to identify clouds, and some softwares 

support screen operation, so this work can be handled in the screen. After clouds region 

identification, the process of recovery is performed according SDN-SMM as explained before, and 

each step will be presented in the following images. In addition, before the clouds identification, the 

bands from 2 to 5 are converted to planetary reflectivity via Eq. (4) and Eq. (5),  and band_6 is 

converted to apparent at-sensor radiance temperature via Eq. (8).

T = K2 / ln ((K1 / L)+1)              (8)

As shown in Eq.(8), T is the at-sensor temperature in Kelvin; K2 is the calibration constant 

1282.71; K1 is the calibration constant 666.09; L is the spectral radiance that can be calculated by 

Eq. (5);

Table 3 

Five filters of clouds identification

(URL: http://landsathandbook.gsfc.nasa.gov/handbook/handbook_htmls/chapter12/htmls/ACCA_Appendix.html)

Filter No. Filter

1 band_3>0.07

2 -0.25<(band_2-band_5)/(band_2+band_5)<0.8

3 band_6<300

4 (band_5/band_6)>225 

5 band_5>0.08
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4.1. Data source
Two digital images are chosen to do the test of CI reducing, and both of them are produced by 

LandSat 7 and offered by Natural Resources Canada, and more information can be referred in the 

homepage www.nrcan.gc.ca. Some technical parameters of ETM+ are provided as Table 4 shows 

and the original image data production report is shown in appendix 2. 

Table 4

Technical parameters of ETM+

(URL: http://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/about/etm+.html)
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4.2. Case 1
The Fig.5-1 shows the original image composed with band_1,2,3. The clouds cover around 30 

persent of the image, and it affects the GOF identification. So reducing the CI is necessary. 

Fig. 5-1.  Original image composed of band_1,2,3         Fig. 5-2.    Cloud regions  

Step 1:

According to ACCA algorithm, identify the clouds region, and use the filters as shown in Table 3 to 

calculate the pixels of clouds, then the the final clouds region is determined as shown in Fig.5-2; 

Step 2:

After clouds region identification, band_7 is chosen to do the classification to create the position 

relationships between clouds region and clouds-free region based on the same DN. Use band_7 to 

create the spectral position because the CI is not strong in band_7 as Fig.5-3 shows. 

Fig. 5-3.   Original image of band_7 
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Step 3:

Recover the GOF of band_1,2,3 respectively based on spectral position matching, because the CI is 

strong in these three bands, which is easy  to be found as Fig.5_4a, Fig.5_5a, Fig.5_6a shows. 

Through spectral position matching, assign DN to each corresponding pixel of clouds region to get 

the recovered image as Fig.5_4b, Fig.5_5b, Fig.5_6b shows.

Fig. 5_4a.    Original image of Band_3                                 Fig. 5_4b.   Recovered image of Band_3

Fig. 5_5a.     Original image of Band_2                                Fig. 5_4b.   Recovered image of Band_2
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Fig. 5_6a.     Original image of Band_1                                 Fig. 5_6b.   Recovered image of Band_1

Step 4:

Compose three recovered bands to get  the final image as Fig.5_7 shows to compare with original 

image.

Fig. 5_7.   Recovered image composed of Band_1,2,3
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4.3. Case 2
In case 2, I choose another image which varying sorts of clouds exist in, and it contains land and 

sea as Fig.6-1 shows, to do the test. As in Fig.6-1, the thickness of clouds is not homogeneous, high 

brightness indicates the thick clouds, and the clouds cover the land and sea. Use the same algorithm 

to identify clouds region as Fig.6-2 shows.

 
Fig. 6-1.   Original image composed of band_1,2,3              Fig. 6-2.  Cloud regions

Based on the same processes of SDN-SMM to reduce the CI, the band_7 is also chosen to do the 

classification even if there exists strong interference of thick clouds in the band_7, as Fig.6-2 

shows. However, I use it  because the band_7 is the SB which has the strongest ability to penetrate 

clouds except band_6 in ETM+. The wavelength of band_6 is too long, which will lose much GOF 

if  it is used to do classification .    

Fig. 6-3.   Original image of band_7
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In this case, the band_1,2,3 are recovered following the same way as case 1, because the strong 

CI always exists in these bands as Fig.6-4a, Fig.6-5a, Fig.6-6a shows, and the recovered images are 

shown in Fig.6-4b, Fig.6-5b, Fig.6-6b.

Fig. 6-4a.   Original image of Band_3                                 Fig. 6-4b.   Recovered image of Band_3

Fig. 6-5a.  Original image of Band_2                                   Fig. 6-5b.   Recovered image of Band_2
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Fig. 6-6a.   Original image of Band_1                                 Fig. 6-6b.    Recovered image of Band_1

The final image is composed with band_1,2,3 as Fig.6-7 shows.

Fig. 6-7.   Recovered image composed of Band_1,2,3
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4.4. Results of case study
After the test of two cases, the results can be shown via comparison of pixel similarity  between 

original images, final images, and another image which comes from Google-Earth and is not 

interfered by clouds. 

For case 1, the original image is shown as Fig.7-1a, which is composed with band_1,2,3. After 

the CI reducing for each band (band_1,2,3), the final image is still composed with band_1,2,3 as 

Fig.7-1b shows. The Fig.7-1c shows the same area as original image by  pseudo-color, which comes 

from Google-Earth and is not interfered by clouds. 

Fig.7-1a.  Original image                       Fig.7-1b.  Final image                            Fig.7-1c.  Google-Earth image

Through comparison of pixel similarity  between the three images, the CI which is displayed with 

white in Fig.7-1a has disappeared in the Fig.7-1b, and the landform which is represented in Fig.7-1b 

is almost the same as the Fig.7-1c. To compare the landform in detail, two regions (A region and B 

region) which are marked with red square in the three images above are enlarged respectively as 

Fig.7-2a to Fig.7-2c and Fig.7-3a to Fig.7-3c shown. 

Fig.7-2a. A region of  original  image  Fig.7-2b. A region of final image         Fig.7-2c. A region of Google-Earth image
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Fig.7-3a.  B region of  original  image      Fig.7-3b. B region of final image    Fig.7-3c. B region of Google-Earth image

According to the comparison of pixel similarity in both region (A region and B region) above, 

the landform of both regions is indistinct in original image, but it  is distinct in final image, and the 

distinct landform of final image is much same as the Google-Earth image. Thus, as the result, the CI 

is reduced obviously in final image, while, the GOF under the clouds is recovered. 

For case 2, the comparison of pixel similarity  can be done likewise. In case 2, there exists CI in 

original image as Fig.8-1a shows, but the intensity  of CI is inhomogeneous. According to different 

brightness of original image, the strong CI can be distinguished in the right of the original image 

and the weak CI exists in the left of the original image. After the CI reducing, the final image is 

obtained as Fig.8-1b shows. The Fig.8-1c shows the same area as the original image (Fig.8-1a) by 

pseudo-color, which also comes from Google-Earth and is not interfered by clouds. 

Fig.8-1a.  Original image                          Fig.8-1b.  Final image                             Fig.8-1c.    Google-Earth image

Through comparison of pixel similarity between three images above, the weak CI of Fig.8-1a has 

disappeared in Fig.8-1b. However, in the right of Fig.8-1b, the landform is different to the same 

region of Fig.8-1c, which point out the strong CI caused by the thick clouds still exists in Fig.8-1b. 

To compare the landform where the weak CI disappeared in detail, two regions (A and B) are 

enlarged as Fig.8-2a to Fig.8-2c and Fig.8-3a to Fig.8-3c shown.
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Fig.8-2a. A region of  original  image   Fig.8-2b. A region of final image        Fig.8-2c.  A region of Google-Earth image

Fig.8-3a.  B region of  original  image   Fig.8-3b. B region of final image     Fig.8-3c. B region of Google-Earth image

According to the comparison of pixel similarity in both region (A region and B region) above,  

the indistinct landform of original image is distinct in the final image for both region, and the 

landform which is recovered in final image is much same as real landform which is shown in 

Google-Earth image. 

Therefor, as the result, in the final image of case 2, a part of CI has been reduced, but the 

interference caused by the thick clouds still exists.
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5. Discussion
According to the comparison above, it  is easy  to see, the GOF in both cases are recovered, but in 

case 2, the strong CI still exists in some pixels. In case which the strong CI still exists in final 

image, the reason is the wavelength of band_7 which is used to do classification can not totally pass 

through the thick clouds, which leads the classification to be wrong for thick clouds region. In other 

words, the SB which is used for classification and spectral position matching at the beginning work 

does not have the strong ability  of penetration. On the other hand, this result is due to the limitation 

of SBs used, if some better wavebands which totally are not interfered by  any clouds can be used to 

do classification, the final image would be better. In addition, the recovered GOF is obvious in these 

areas where the CI is removed, because the wavelengths of band_7 almost pass through the thin 

clouds of these areas.

Compared with other methods, the SDN-SMM avoids that GOF recovering does not directly use 

other SBs DN as basic data, which is an improvement for the early research like the method of Qu 

et al.(2006). Also, the SDN-SMM always does not change the original DN of clouds-free region, 

which is another improvement compare to the method of Nai, et al. (2001). In addition, the SDN-

SMM does not use other RS sources for CI reducing, which is different  from multi-RS sources 

matching method provided by  Wang, et al. (2001). In the method which was provided by Song et  al. 

(2006), they used average reflectivity (the mean DN value) of the same class of objects to replace 

the corresponding clouds region DN, but the SDN-SMM is based on each different DN value to 

replace each pixel’s value of clouds region. Thus, the SDN-SMM shows hidden structures better 

than the original images.  

The results of two cases indicate the SDN-SMM solved the central problem of CI reduction 

which is presented in the analysis section. First, the SDN-SMM  does not directly  extract the GOF 

from the SB which includes CI. Second, the GOF is recovered by using clouds-free region data of 

its own SB instead of other SBs data, because the same ground-objects have similar DN in the same 

SB, thus the recovered information is much closer to the real reflection of this band. However, the 

process should be based on the correct position relationship of the same ground-objects, which is 

created by other clouds-free SBs. Third, through position relationships matching with any SBs 

which the CI exists in, the GOF under the clouds will be recovered, no matter how strong the CI of 

these SBs is.
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6. Conclusion
Through two cases study of SDN-SMM, the final results indicate the rationality  and 

practicability of SDN-SMM. However, using SDN-SMM should be based on three premises. The 

first one is that the image of each band which we need to recover has to include a proportional 

clouds-free region. The second one is that there must be a SB which is not interfered by clouds or in 

which the interference is not strong, which can be used to create the position relationship. The third 

one is that  the variation of ground-objects reflectivity between clouds region and clouds-free region 

should be small. In other words, all ground-objects of clouds region can be found in clouds-free 

region.  

According to the results, some advantages and disadvantages are listed below.

Advantages:

1. The SDN-SMM could be used in any kind of multispectral sensors image for CI reducing. 

2. Each band after clouds removing always keeps the original data of clouds-free region, which 

means the DNs of clouds-free region are not changed.

3. The calculation is simple.

Disadvantages:

1. The quality of result depends on the precision of identification for clouds region.

2. The quality of result depends on the SB which is used in classification for spectral position 

relationship creating.

3. A part of GOF might be lost during CI reducing if some ground-objects under the clouds have the 

same reflective range as clouds.

4. If there exists big contrast of ground-objects between clouds region and clouds-free region or if 

some ground-objects of clouds region can not  be found in clouds-free region, the result would be 

unfavorable.

For the SDN-SMM, it could be also improved in the future work, and some of its disadvantages 

could be removed. For instance,  clouds region identification could be improved although it is not 

focused on in this paper. If every pixel of clouds region can be identified better, which depends on 

different reflective range, then different clouds types can be sorted better. Based on different clouds 

types, different SBs which have different abilities of penetration for each clouds type can be used to 

do classification and the position matching, which will avoid more GOF losing. In addition, if the 

land features of the image have big contrast between clouds region and clouds-free region, e.g. half 

of land and half of sea, it is possible to divide them, then recover the ground-objects for different 

land features respectively.    
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   Appendix 1
The main clods 
% cloud region identification

cloudarea=(-0.25<NDSI & NDSI<0.8 & Bband3>0.07 & Bband5>0.08  & Bband6<300 & (Bband5/Bband6)>255);
use=zeros(size(bandX));

use(cloudarea)=1;
% recover ground-objects information

bandXuse=bandX;
bandYuse=bandY;

cloudarea=find(use>=1);
noncloudarea=find(use<1);

bandXuse(cloudarea)=0;
ca=bandY;

nca=bandY;
nca(cloudarea)=[];

ca(noncloudarea)=[];
Sca=unique(ca);

SN1=numel(Sca);
Snca=unique(nca);

SN2=numel(Snca);
for i=1:SN1

    x=200
    if Sca(i)~=Snca

       for j=1:SN2
         if x >abs(Snca(j)-(Sca(i)))

           x=abs(Snca(j)-(Sca(i)))
           position=j;

         else
         end

       end
       bandYuse(find(bandYuse==Sca(i))) = Snca(position)

    end
end

S=unique(bandYuse);
N=numel(S);

for X=1:N
    bandXuse(find(bandYuse==S(X)))=sum(bandXuse(find(bandYuse==S(X))))./

numel(find(bandXuse(find(bandYuse==S(X)))~=0));
end

bandXuse(noncloudarea)=0;
bandXfinal=bandX;

bandXfinal(cloudarea)=0;
final_recovery=bandXuse+bandXfinal;
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Appendix 2

For case 1
                   PGS CORRECTION PROCESSING REPORT
                   --------------------------------

Work Order:         02-00870-023               Priority:           2
Satellite:          Landsat-7                  Sensor:             ETM+
Camera Number:      N/A                        Sensor Mode:        N/A

Input Data Ident:   RSI-3898
Input Media Type:   DLT                        File Number:        1
Orbit Number  :     92937                      Data Format:        FRED

Processing Level:   Systematic Geocorrection   Resampling:         CC
Map Projection:     UTM                        Zone:               21
Earth Ellipsoid:    NAD83                      Elevation Corr:     None
Scan Gap Corr:      TRUE                       Memory Effect:      FALSE
Panel Effect:       FALSE

Path/Strip no.:     004                        Row no.:            25.00
                                               End row no.:         0.00

Image Lines:        6000                       Image Pixels:       6462
Image Orientation:   11.93  deg from N
Output Bands:       1 2 3 4 5 (30x30m) 6 (60x60m) 7 (30x30m) 8 (15x15m) 9 (60x60m)

Scene center lat:    50.281 deg                Scene center long:   -55.851 deg
Sun Elevation:       48.29  deg                Sun Azimuth:         148.85  deg
Scene center date:  2001 08 21                 Scene center time:  14:24:05.3227

Output Media:       CD                         Catalogued:         FALSE
Product Format:     HDF                        Interleaving :      BSQ
Output Product Id:  n/a

Completion date:    2002 07 02                 Completion time:    16:15:34

Termination Status: Successful Completion

==============================================================================
                     DETAILED PROCESSING RESULTS
==============================================================================

==============================================================================

       RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION
       ----------------------

Algorithm: NASA

Band  |  Ref          DN to Radiance          Default
      |  Detector    gain       offset       Abs Calib?
-------------------------------------------------------
 1    |   15        0.775686   -6.20000       FALSE
 2    |   12        0.795686   -6.39999       FALSE
 3    |    8        0.619216   -5.00000       FALSE
 4    |    7        0.965490   -5.10001       FALSE
 5    |   14        0.125725   -0.99999       FALSE
 6    |    8        0.066823   0.000000       FALSE
 7    |   10        0.043726   -0.35000       FALSE
 8    |   27        0.971765   -4.70000       FALSE
 9    |    8        0.037059   3.200000       FALSE
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==============================================================================

    GEOMETRIC QUALITY ASSESSMENT
    ----------------------------

Number of QA CPs: 3

Error          Mean (m)   RMS (m)   Std Dev (m)
---------------------------------------------------
Along Track       -0.12      21.66       21.66
Across Track     -12.22      17.76       12.90
Height             0.77       1.40        1.17
Combined          12.24      28.04       25.23

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Location          Residuals
  Num Mark  Kind     Lat     Long     Height    Along  Across  Height    Comb
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
10777  Man   RCP     49.80   -56.78     0.58   -22.16  -30.08    2.43   37.44
10776  Man   RCP     49.94   -56.73     0.49    -7.51   -0.09    0.01    7.51
13033  Man   RCP     49.67   -55.91    16.16    29.32   -6.49   -0.12   30.03

==============================================================================

    RADIOMETRIC QUALITY ASSESSMENT
    ------------------------------
NOTE:
  Mean, Std.Dev, Striping are in DN's (Digital Numbers).

Band     Chip Location       Chip Size          Mean   Std Dev  Striping
        Line      Pixel     Lines   Pixels
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1   1600.80     1268.00    128     128        61.64   1.065    0.1573
  1   3200.60     2535.00    128     128        60.82   0.311    0.0439
  1   4800.40     3802.00    128     128        62.73   1.184    0.1638
  1   6400.20     5069.00    128     128        60.23   0.339    0.0764
  2   1600.80     1268.00    128     128        44.89   1.220    0.2423
  2   3200.60     2535.00    128     128        34.20   0.286    0.0669
  2   4800.40     3802.00    128     128        35.54   1.097    0.1741
  2   6400.20     5069.00    128     128        34.92   0.388    0.0741
  3   1600.80     1268.00    128     128        36.87   1.522    0.2289
  3   3200.60     2535.00    128     128        23.25   0.294    0.0993
  3   4800.40     3802.00    128     128        24.76   1.193    0.1608
  3   6400.20     5069.00    128     128        24.90   0.749    0.1098
  4   1600.80     1268.00    128     128        51.70   3.457    0.5612
  4   3200.60     2535.00    128     128         8.77   0.367    0.1428
  4   4800.40     3802.00    128     128         9.49   0.657    0.1665
  4   6400.20     5069.00    128     128        13.58   5.184    0.1849
  5   1600.80     1268.00    128     128        49.56   3.387    0.4800
  5   3200.60     2535.00    128     128         9.56   0.114    0.0329
  5   4800.40     3802.00    128     128         9.41   0.306    0.0511
  5   6400.20     5069.00    128     128        25.86   8.432    0.4989
  6    800.80      634.40    128     128       126.86   0.606    0.0674
  6   1600.60     1267.80    128     128       110.24   0.601    0.0908
  6   2400.40     1901.20    128     128       112.32   0.442    0.0708
  6   3200.20     2534.60    128     128       117.41   1.575    0.0829
  7   1600.80     1268.00    128     128        27.27   1.252    0.2150
  7   3200.60     2535.00    128     128         9.26   0.119    0.0275
  7   4800.40     3802.00    128     128         9.05   0.259    0.0417
  7   6400.20     5069.00    128     128        14.68   3.537    0.2820
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  8   3200.80     2536.80    128     128        41.79   2.575    0.4143
  8   6400.60     5072.60    128     128        13.93   0.284    0.0734
  8   9600.40     7608.40    128     128        14.79   0.320    0.0679
  8  12800.20    10144.20    128     128        13.75   0.294    0.0667
  9    800.80      634.40    128     128       142.79   1.029    0.1339
  9   1600.60     1267.80    128     128       113.04   0.924    0.1728
  9   2400.40     1901.20    128     128       116.39   0.717    0.0998
  9   3200.20     2534.60    128     128       125.65   2.840    0.1641

==============================================================================

         PRODUCT FORMATTING
         ------------------

Product Scene Center Location (lat/long)   :  50.281   -55.851
Product Scene Center Date/Time (yyyy mm dd): 2001  8 21  14:24:05.3227

Product Extent:

  Lat:        51.26  ---------------------------------- Lat:        50.87
  Long:      -56.92                                     Long:      -54.22
  North: 5678571.07                                     North: 5638503.34
  East:   505647.04                                     East:   695290.51
  |                                                                     |
  |                                                                     |
  |                                                                     |
  |                                                                     |
  |                                                                     |
  |                                                                     |
  Lat:        49.67                                     Lat:        49.29
  Long:      -57.44                                     Long:      -54.83
  North: 5502488.24                                     North: 5462420.51
  East:   468444.39  ---------------------------------- East:   658087.86

==============================================================================

        EXECUTION INFORMATION
        ---------------------

Stage              Start                      End                         CPU
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ingest             Tue Jul  2 15:37:43 2002   Tue Jul  2 15:46:20 2002    164.17
ImCorr             Tue Jul  2 15:50:59 2002   Tue Jul  2 15:59:42 2002    847.35
RadQa              Tue Jul  2 15:59:44 2002   Tue Jul  2 15:59:46 2002      0.68
GeoQa              Tue Jul  2 16:08:28 2002   Tue Jul  2 16:14:19 2002      0.86
Output             Tue Jul  2 16:14:21 2002   Tue Jul  2 16:15:01 2002     12.94
Catalog            Tue Jul  2 16:15:03 2002   Tue Jul  2 16:15:30 2002      5.93
               ---------
                                                                         1031.93                                                     
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For case 2

                   PGS CORRECTION PROCESSING REPORT
                   --------------------------------

Work Order:         03-01403-021               Priority:           2
Satellite:          Landsat-7                  Sensor:             ETM+
Camera Number:      N/A                        Sensor Mode:        N/A

Input Data Ident:   RSI-5151
Input Media Type:   DLT                        File Number:        1
Orbit Number  :     12276                      Data Format:        FRED

Processing Level:   Systematic Geocorrection   Resampling:         CC
Map Projection:     UTM                        Zone:               21
Earth Ellipsoid:    NAD83                      Elevation Corr:     None
Scan Gap Corr:      TRUE                       Memory Effect:      FALSE
Panel Effect:       FALSE

Path/Strip no.:     004                        Row no.:            26.00
                                               End row no.:         0.00

Image Lines:        6000                       Image Pixels:       6468
Image Orientation:   12.03  deg from N
Output Bands:       1 2 3 4 5 (30x30m) 6 (60x60m) 7 (30x30m) 8 (15x15m) 9 (60x60m)

Scene center lat:    48.870 deg                Scene center long:   -56.449 deg
Sun Elevation:       53.57  deg                Sun Azimuth:         143.31  deg
Scene center date:  2001 08 05                 Scene center time:  14:24:44.1555

Output Media:       CD                         Catalogued:         FALSE
Product Format:     HDF                        Interleaving :      BSQ
Output Product Id:  n/a

Completion date:    2003 07 24                 Completion time:    9:57:39

Termination Status: Successful Completion

==============================================================================
                     DETAILED PROCESSING RESULTS
==============================================================================

==============================================================================

       RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION
       ----------------------

Algorithm: NASA

Band  |  Ref          DN to Radiance          Default
      |  Detector    gain       offset       Abs Calib?
-------------------------------------------------------
 1    |   15        0.775686   -6.20000       FALSE
 2    |   12        0.795686   -6.39999       FALSE
 3    |    8        0.619216   -5.00000       FALSE
 4    |    7        0.965490   -5.10001       FALSE
 5    |   14        0.125725   -0.99999       FALSE
 6    |    8        0.066823   0.000000       FALSE
 7    |   10        0.043726   -0.35000       FALSE
 8    |   27        0.971765   -4.70000       FALSE
 9    |    8        0.037059   3.200000       FALSE

==============================================================================
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    GEOMETRIC QUALITY ASSESSMENT
    ----------------------------

Number of QA CPs: 4

Error          Mean (m)   RMS (m)   Std Dev (m)
---------------------------------------------------
Along Track      -12.23      19.86       15.65
Across Track     -18.82      31.38       25.11
Height             2.35       2.57        1.04
Combined          22.56      37.22       29.61

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           Location          Residuals
  Num Mark  Kind     Lat     Long     Height    Along  Across  Height    Comb
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
13162  Man   RCP     48.51   -55.75   220.87    -2.89   23.33    2.20   23.61
10758  Man   RCP     49.37   -56.65   151.94   -22.16  -22.81    1.04   31.81
10757  Man   RCP     49.18   -56.86   374.88     8.00  -37.26    2.22   38.17
15769  Man   RCP     48.31   -57.58   485.80   -31.86  -38.53    3.96   50.15

==============================================================================

    RADIOMETRIC QUALITY ASSESSMENT
    ------------------------------
NOTE:
  Mean, Std.Dev, Striping are in DN's (Digital Numbers).

Band     Chip Location       Chip Size          Mean   Std Dev  Striping
        Line      Pixel     Lines   Pixels
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1   1604.00     1268.00    128     128        63.17   0.668    0.0982
  1   3207.00     2535.00    128     128        69.31   1.218    0.1979
  1   4810.00     3802.00    128     128        71.43   1.107    0.0815
  1   6413.00     5069.00    128     128       105.45  13.199    0.8344
  2   1604.00     1268.00    128     128        47.29   0.838    0.1522
  2   3207.00     2535.00    128     128        54.32   1.521    0.2720
  2   4810.00     3802.00    128     128        52.96   1.252    0.1018
  2   6413.00     5069.00    128     128        84.54  12.154    0.7184
  3   1604.00     1268.00    128     128        36.05   1.043    0.1707
  3   3207.00     2535.00    128     128        50.70   2.273    0.4190
  3   4810.00     3802.00    128     128        42.90   1.658    0.1245
  3   6413.00     5069.00    128     128        78.33   8.744    0.7996
  4   1604.00     1268.00    128     128        63.02   3.919    0.5851
  4   3207.00     2535.00    128     128        61.76   3.947    0.6697
  4   4810.00     3802.00    128     128        59.55   2.036    0.2182
  4   6413.00     5069.00    128     128        69.52   1.500    0.2181
  5   1604.00     1268.00    128     128        70.37   4.526    0.6691
  5   3207.00     2535.00    128     128        88.92   5.326    0.8377
  5   4810.00     3802.00    128     128        61.22   5.327    0.5163
  5   6413.00     5069.00    128     128        61.54   4.140    0.3154
  6    802.40      634.40    128     128       131.27   1.344    0.1243
  6   1603.80     1267.80    128     128       131.58   3.270    0.2026
  6   2405.20     1901.20    128     128       122.73   2.439    0.2131
  6   3206.60     2534.60    128     128        94.81   3.001    0.2699
  7   1604.00     1268.00    128     128        33.49   2.223    0.3361
  7   3207.00     2535.00    128     128        51.08   3.297    0.5041
  7   4810.00     3802.00    128     128        31.98   2.769    0.2036
  7   6413.00     5069.00    128     128        41.22   1.111    0.1636
  8   3207.20     2536.80    128     128        44.31   4.434    0.4547
  8   6413.40     5072.60    128     128        46.43   5.606    0.4029
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  8   9619.60     7608.40    128     128        49.27   1.465    0.3266
  8  12825.80    10144.20    128     128        70.06  17.129    1.5905
  9    802.40      634.40    128     128       150.67   2.413    0.1978
  9   1603.80     1267.80    128     128       151.21   5.886    0.3387
  9   2405.20     1901.20    128     128       135.26   4.424    0.3902
  9   3206.60     2534.60    128     128        84.89   5.393    0.4924

==============================================================================

         PRODUCT FORMATTING
         ------------------

Product Scene Center Location (lat/long)   :  48.870   -56.449
Product Scene Center Date/Time (yyyy mm dd): 2001  8  5  14:24:44.1555

Product Extent:

  Lat:        49.84  ---------------------------------- Lat:        49.46
  Long:      -57.50                                     Long:      -54.87
  North: 5521413.51                                     North: 5480967.12
  East:   464277.43                                     East:   654024.55
  |                                                                     |
  |                                                                     |
  |                                                                     |
  |                                                                     |
  |                                                                     |
  |                                                                     |
  Lat:        48.26                                     Lat:        47.89
  Long:      -57.99                                     Long:      -55.44
  North: 5345397.90                                     North: 5304951.51
  East:   426758.04  ---------------------------------- East:   616505.16

==============================================================================

        EXECUTION INFORMATION
        ---------------------

Stage              Start                      End                         CPU
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ingest             Wed Jul 23 11:51:07 2003   Wed Jul 23 13:37:21 2003    158.74
ImCorr             Wed Jul 23 13:39:06 2003   Wed Jul 23 13:48:33 2003    851.86
RadQa              Wed Jul 23 13:48:38 2003   Wed Jul 23 13:48:40 2003      0.68
GeoQa              Thu Jul 24 09:50:17 2003   Thu Jul 24 09:56:23 2003      0.88
Output             Thu Jul 24 09:56:25 2003   Thu Jul 24 09:57:06 2003     14.54
Catalog            Thu Jul 24 09:57:09 2003   Thu Jul 24 09:57:35 2003      5.74
               ---------
                                                                         1032.44
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